OKAR by Walter Pauk

Overview. Key ideas found them he meant), Read, Recall, Reflect and Review was published in 1962. Next came Space & Berg's 1966 PQRST ( Preview, Question, Read, Summa-
tize, Test) followed by OARWET in 1968 (Overview, Ask, Read, Write, Evaluate, Test). The champion entry was the 1973 PANORAMA which stands for "Personalized system: what you are reading your text). Adaptability is a major step up in the difficulty of the materials. Need to question (an obvious and painful stretch for the acolytes). Overview, Read and relate (that is, relate the main ideas to personal experience). Annotate, Memorize, and (if you still care at this point) Assess.

Walter Pauk, the OKAR man finally called for an end to this acronym-ology of barking to one another, "You're reading your text because your professor told you to." Pauk wrote: "There is no question about the value of converting a title into a question, but I have honestly said that I have never met a single student who has ever used this technique even though he knew about it. The book system incorporating this step"

"My view is that a student who has been teaching how-to-study courses most of his academic career. Student indifference as a whole, despite proof that these formulas work, no student ever bothers to use one. In an article knowing PANORAMA as silly. ("You're reading your text because your professor told you to.") Pauk wrote: "There is no question about the value of converting a title into a question, but I have honestly said that I have never met a single student who has ever used this technique even though he knew about it. The book system incorporating this step."